Abstract Video object tracking represents a very important computer vision domain. In this paper, a perceptual hashing based template-matching method for object tracking is proposed to efficiently track objects in challenging video sequences. In the tracking process, we first apply three existing basic perceptual hashing techniques to visual tracking, namely average hash (aHash), perceptive hash (pHash) and difference hash (dHash). Compared with previous tracking methods such as mean-shift or compressive tracking (CT), perceptual hashing-based tracking outperforms in terms of efficiency and accuracy. In order to further improve the accuracy of object localization and the robustness of tracking, we propose Laplace-based Hash (LHash) and Laplace-based Difference Hash (LDHash). By qualitative and quantitative comparison with some representative tracking algorithms, experimental results show that our improved perceptual hashingbased tracking algorithms perform favorably against the state-of-the-art algorithms under various challenging environments in terms of time cost, accuracy and robustness. Since our improved perceptual hashing can be a compact and efficient representation of objects, it can be further applied to fusing with depth information for more robust RGB-D video tracking.
Introduction
Visual tracking aims at generating the movement trajectories of an object by calculating the moving object's state information such as position, speed and its corresponding and matching relationships between frames. As an important topic in computer vision, not only does visual tracking provide reliable data for motion analysis and scene understanding, but it also underpins a wide range of applications, including military navigation guidance [9, 10] , autonomous driving [14, 35] , activity analysis [1, 8, 43] , human-computer interfaces [7, 44] and intelligent supervision [27, 31] . Recently, researchers have proposed numerous algorithms to this fundamental subject in the literature [30, 34, 40, 45, 46] . On the whole, most algorithms fall into three main categories which are kernel tracking, point tracking and silhouette tracking [41] .
In the kernel tracking category, kernel refers to the object shape and appearance, while tracking is based on modeling the kernel's content by a rectangular template or a density-based appearance model with an associated histogram. Point tracking detects point-represented objects in consecutive frames and finds feature correspondences of the same objects among frames. Silhouette-based methods provide an accurate shape description for those complex shape objects such as head, hands and shoulders.
Ideally, we hope to address the object tracking problem in real-world scenarios rather than in a lab environment, while the real-world scenarios typically include appearance changes and diversity of object motion. That is, the key problem with visual tracking is how to represent the appearance of an object in a robust way and an effective appearance model that can deal with these visual changes is always of prime importance for the success of tracking. Point tracking and silhouette tracking aim at finding object regions in each frame based on an object model which can be generated in the form of a color histogram, object contours or object edges using previous frames, whereas they sometimes cannot achieve good tracking results. At this point, kernel tracking represents state-of-the-art tracking performance.
Numerous researches in kernel tracking have attempted to deal with all challenges simultaneously. Black and Jepson [5] learned an off-line subspace model to represent the object for tracking, where tracking a previously viewed object in an image sequence is deemed as the detection of object changes due to its motion or the camera movement. Kwon et al. [18] presented a robust tracking algorithm that can track an object whose appearance and motion change drastically. In their algorithm, for the efficient design of observation and motion models as well as trackers, they proposed a visual tracking decomposition scheme in which the observation model is decomposed into multiple basic observation models. These models are constructed by sparse principal component analysis (SPCA) of a set of feature templates. Karavasilis and Nikou [17] proposed a visual tracking method using the differential Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) between Gaussian mixtures models (GMM) and Kalman filtering. They first model the appearance of the target by a GMM and then employ the DEMD for tracking. Moreover, in order to address occlusion, they estimate the location of the target as an observation of a time varying Kalman filter. Their results showed significant improvement in tracking performance in the presence of occlusion. Recently, target templates have been expressed based on sparse representation and used in the ℓ 1 tracker [26] . The ℓ 1 tracker demonstrates promising robustness compared with many existing trackers, although its computational complexity is rather high. Inspired by the success of the ℓ 1 tracker and motivated by the high-computational complexity problem, Li et al. [23] proposed real-time compressive sensing (CS) tracking by exploiting the signal recovery power of compressive sensing. They further extended the ℓ 1 tracker by using the orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm to accelerate the CS tracking.
Recent tracking algorithms proposed in the literature perform well in terms of accuracy, such as compressive sensing for tracking [48] , visual tracking based on learning compact binary codes [22, 33] , sparse representation [47, 49] , SVM classifier [2] , and semi-supervised learning [16, 24] . However, the above-mentioned algorithms demand high-computational costs owing to the complexity of their appearance models.
Template matching as a kind of kernel tracking has been proved to be one of the most efficient and simplest approaches in object tracking. However, traditional template matching based on color histogram and complex image features is computationally expensive and of weak real-time performance.
In recent years, perceptual hashing [11, 25, 39] has been well known for its ability to map an image's content to a short digest, regardless of data formats and manipulations it suffers. It has been applied to a wide area of applications, for example, it is a promising solution for multimedia content authentication and usually used to measure the similarity of two images in image retrieval. In the last decade, many researchers have devoted themselves to developing perceptual hashing algorithms. Yang [39] used the mean of image blocks to obtain a perceptual hash code. Jie [15] proposed a block-DCT and PCA-based image perceptual hashing technique and explored the algorithm in tamper detection. In [20] , Laradji and Lahouari presented a new perceptual image hashing approach that exploits the image color information using hypercomplex and QFT representations. Simulation results clearly indicated the superior retrieval performance of the proposed QFT-based perceptual hashing technique. Although perceptual hashing has been used in various applications, there is no research applying perceptual hashing to visual tracking.
In the light of above observations, we propose a simple and fast perceptual hashing algorithm which builds a robust image representation for template matching based object tracking. In this paper, we first apply three existing perceptual hashing methods, namely average hash (aHash), perceptive hash (pHash), and difference hash (dHash), to respectively build three appearance models for tracking. The proposed tracking algorithms can run in real time and outperform some state-of-the-art trackers on challenging video sequences. To deal with even more complicated scenarios, we further propose two improved perceptual hashing methods (namely Laplace-based hash and Laplace-based difference hash) and apply them to object tracking. Consequently, these two improved algorithms perform favorably against the three existing perceptual hashing methods on most video sequences in terms of accuracy and robustness. Compared with existing template matching based on color, textures, HOG et al., our proposed tracking approach based on image perceptual hash can track objects fast and accurately.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes three existing perceptual hashing algorithms and two proposed perceptual hashing algorithms. In Section 3, the proposed perceptual hashing based tracking algorithm is presented. Experimental results are shown in Section 4. We conclude the paper and point out directions for future work in Section 5.
Perceptual hashing algorithms
A key component of our proposed perceptual hashing-based tracking algorithms is to obtain the perceptual hash codes. A common framework of these algorithms includes the following four stages: In this section, we first describe three most commonly used perceptual hashing algorithms, i.e., average hash (AHash), perceptive hash (pHash) [28] , and difference hash (dHash). After that, we introduce the newly proposed perceptual hashing algorithms in detail, namely the Laplace-based hash (LHash) and Laplace-based difference hash (LDHash).
Average hash (aHash)
An image is a two-dimensional signal with different frequency components, where lowfrequency components describe a wide range of structural information and high-frequency components describe specific details such as edges and texture.
Average hash (aHash) is one of the simplest and fastest perceptual hashing techniques. It mainly uses low-frequency information of images by the following procedure:
(1) Resize the input image to 8 × 8 by bi-cubic interpolation without keeping the aspect ratio; (2) Convert the resized color image into a grayscale one and calculate its mean value M; (3) Normalize each pixel value A(i) into a binary form by comparing it with M:
(4) Combine the binarization results into a 64-bit binary code.
Perceptive hash (pHash)
Although aHash is simple and fast, it may be too rigid by using the mean value. For example, if we apply a gamma correction or color histogram equalization to the image, the mean value is influenced and the final hash code is changed. Perceptive hash (pHash) is a more robust algorithm which extends the average method by using a discrete cosine transform (DCT) [36] to obtain the most sensitive information of the human vision system [28] . The DCT is widely used in signal and image processing, especially for lossy data compression for reducing redundancy and correlation in general images since it has a strong Benergy compaction^property [29, 38] . It transforms images from the pixel domain to the frequency domain by separating an image into a collection of frequencies and scalars. In such a way, most information of the image tends to be concentrated into a few low-frequency components of the DCT and only the coefficient of some low-frequency components is not 0.
The implementation of pHash includes the following steps:
(1) Resize the image to 8 × 8 and convert it to the grayscale level; (2) Perform a 8 × 8 DCT on the grayscale image and obtain a 8 × 8 DCT coefficient matrix, where the energy of the image will be gathered into a few low-frequency DCT coefficients; (3) As proposed in [13] , 64 low-frequency DCT coefficients are selected for hash extraction after discarding high frequency coefficients; (4) Calculate the mean value of the DCT coefficients:
where d r,c indicates the DCT coefficients;
(5) Compute the hash code. The input image's pHash is obtained via thresholding these DCT coefficients with respect to their mean value. The 2D coefficient matrix can be flattened to form a 1D-array of 64 elements. Let the DCT coefficients of the array be denoted as C i , i = 0, …, 63, then the perceptual hash code can be obtained via binarization:
where h i is the bit of the perceptual hash at position i and m is the mean value of the DCT coefficients; (7) Convert the 64 bits into a 64-bit integer. Finally, a perceptual hash code, also named the fingerprint of the image, is obtained.
Difference hash (dHash)
Difference Hash (dHash) works on the difference between two adjacent pixels. As aHash, it is very simple to implement but is far more accurate in tracking relative gradient directions. The dHash algorithm is nearly identical to aHash and here is how it works:
(1) Resize the input image to 8 × 8 irrespective of all different image alterations. Like aHash and pHash, this step also removes high frequencies and details of the image; (2) Convert the image to the grayscale level and calculate the difference between adjacent pixels as follows:
where px r,c is the gray value of the resized image at r -th row and c -th column, and dpx r,c is the difference value. In this way, the pixels per row yield 8 differences between adjacent pixels and 8 differences of 8 rows become an 8 × 8 image. Then, all the rows are concatenated to form a 1D-array of 64 bits; (3) Compute the hash code and assign bits. Each bit is set to 0 or 1 based on whether the right pixel is brighter than the left pixel.
Proposed laplace-based hash (LHash)
The Laplace transform is a kind of integral transform in applied mathematics and widely used in image processing such as image sharpening and edge detection. In visual tracking, some objects in video sequences move very fast and motion blur is inevitable. The essence of image blurring is performing a low-pass filtering operation on images, and therefore we can perform an inverse operation on images, such as difference operation, to highlight the image details. Since the Laplace transform is a kind of differential operator, applying it can enhance edge regions of the image and weaken slowly varying gray areas. So in this paper, in order to solve the problem of image blur and track objects more accurately, we propose to apply the Laplace transform to generate perceptual hash codes, which is named the Laplace-based Hash (LHash). Furthermore, based on the proposed LHash, we find that the Laplace transform is an image sharpening operator which is suitable for edge detection. Several existing perceptual image hashing algorithms use edge detectors for feature extraction in identification and authentication of multimedia content [37] . In their researches, simulation results show that edge detectionbased perceptual hash codes have strong robustness and good discriminability. To this end, we apply LHash to object tracking.
Definition of laplace transform
The discrete Laplacian is defined as the sum of the second derivatives of the Laplace operator. For two dimensions, it is given by
where f(x, y) is the input image and ∇ 2 f (x, y) indicates the sum of the second-order partial derivatives on the x-axis and y-axis of each pixel in the image.
In the discrete form, the most common Laplace operator is given by
For two-dimensional image signals, the discrete Laplacian can be given as the convolution with the following kernel:
Algorithm implementation
Take the 1 th frame of the BSinger1^video sequence [19] as an example, the flowchart of the proposed LHash is given in Fig. 1 . This specific process is described as follows:
(1) Convert the input image to the grayscale level and resize it to 8 × 8; (2) Perform the Laplace transform on the resized image. This step can enhance the grayscale contrast in order to improve the robustness and accuracy of perceptual hash codes; (3) Calculate the mean value of the image obtained in
Step (2) and put it as a threshold for binarization; (4) Construct the hash code to 64 bits.
Proposed laplace-based difference hash (LDHash)
Since an edge is considered as an abrupt grey-level change and an edge detector describes each pixel's edge attributes, most existing perceptual image hash functions use edge detectors for feature extraction (e.g. [4] ). In this case, the function of gradient in edge detection can be taken into account. To this end, we propose Laplace-based difference hash (LDHash) for object tracking by combining gradient and Laplacian together in edge detection.
For a one-dimensional array of image pixels, a one-dimensional gradient image can be obtained by calculating the difference between adjacent pixels. The gradient image f d (x, y) represents the relative changes in brightness and intensity of the input image f (x, y) and identifies the relative gradient directions of the input image. Since Laplacian locates the positions where the zero-crossings of f d '' (x, y) occur and only occur at the edge points of f d (x, y), we perform the Laplace transform on f d (x, y) and obtain the edge image f dLap (x, y).
The implementation process of the algorithm is described in Fig. 2 .
Object tracking based on perceptual hashing
In this section, we apply three basic perceptual hashing methods (i.e., aHash, pHash, dHash) and our proposed algorithms (i.e., LHash and LDHash) to object tracking. In Fig. 1 Flowchart of the proposed LHash this paper, object tracking is achieved by minimizing the similarity between the tracked object region of the current frame and the search window in the next frame. Since we use Hamming distance to measure the similarity between a pair of image perceptual hash codes, we briefly introduce the Hamming distance before describing the experiments.
Hamming distance
In information theory, the Hamming distance between two strings of equal length is the number of positions at which the corresponding symbols are different. In our methods, the Hamming distance is used to measure the similarity between a pair of image perceptual hash codes h 1 and h 2 , which is defined as
where h 1 (i) and h 2 (i) are the i th elements of h 1 and h 2 , respectively. The smaller the Hamming distance, the more similar the two images of the input perceptual hash codes. A Hamming distance of 0 indicates that two images are very similar. If the Hamming distance is smaller than a pre-defined threshold T d , the two images are deemed to be visually identical. Otherwise, they are different. In this paper, our goal is to find the minimum Hamming distance between the tracked object region of the current frame and the search window in the next frame.
Tracking
For each video sequence, we select the tracking target in the first frame and aim to find the most similar location to the target in remaining frames. After saving the tracked target, we scan the whole incoming image frame and compute perceptual hashing for each scan window to measure the similarity between it and the target via the Hamming distance. The scan window with the smallest Hamming distance will be most similar to the target, and it is also the place at which the target locates in an image frame. The implementation process is described as follows:
(1) Capture the first frame of a video sequence and use mouse to select the target regions r 0 with a rectangle searching box of size A × B, the size of searching box depends on the size of object; (2) Capture the next frame of the video sequence and select the image area around the target in the previous frame as scanned regions r s to speed up the process; (3) Search the defined scanned regions r s with the rectangle scan window r w of size A × B and separately calculate the perceptual hash codes H 0 of the target region and H w of search windows. After computing the Hamming distance d(H 0 , H w ) between H 0 and each H w , all obtained Hamming distances in this scanned region are compared and the position r w (x, y) of scan window with the smallest Hamming distance is selected; (4) Update the object rectangle region position r 0 (x, y) as r w (x, y) and mark the object in order to adapt to variations of the targets; (5) End the cycle if the video sequence is finished, otherwise go to step (2) to capture the next frame and track objects.
We define the length of video sequences as L and the scanning step number as n, the whole algorithm is presented in Table 1 . The algorithm is appropriate for three basic perceptual hashing tracking methods and our proposed LHash and LDHash tracking algorithms. When performing different tracking methods, we only need to change the step of obtaining hash codes. 
Experimental environment
In this section, we conduct tracking experiments with three existing perceptual hashing algorithms and our newly proposed perceptual hashing methods. Also, we perform a comparison with mean-shift [12] which is one of the most common tracking methods. All experiments were conducted on a personal computer with an Intel (R) Pentium (R) 2 GHz processor with 2 GB RAM under Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 combined with Open Source Computer Vision (OpenCV) [6] . In the experiments, eight publicly available video sequences are used for evaluating the tracking performance, which are BAnimal^, BSingerl^, BSoccer^, BShaking^, BFaceocc2^, BDavid^, BSylv^, BLemming^. These video sequences were captured in different scenarios and contain diverse challenges such as occlusion, object pose variation, background distraction, lighting changes and out-of-plane rotation. The BAnimal^, BSinger1^, BSoccer^, BShaking^sequences are provided in [19] ; the BFaceocc2^, BDavid^, BSylv^sequences are from [3] and the BLemming^sequence is from [32] . It is worth noting that we conducted experiments fully on three benchmark databases [3, 19, 32] , whereas the eight test sequences we selected for evaluation are the most challenging sequences from existing works [3, 19] . Using a sliding window-search scheme, our proposed object tracking methods perform object localization based on perceptual hashing. Like the template matching method for tracking, we perform object tracking by computing the similarity between object regions of the previous frame and the searching window in the current frame. In the experiments, we first select a tracking object area with the mouse. Then, the object image area is converted into an image hash code and the hamming distance between consequence frames is calculated. The searching box size is determined by tracked objects. And we resize it to 8 × 8 in the perceptual image hash algorithm.
For quantitative performance comparison, we introduce two popular tracking accuracy measurements termed as tracking success rate (TSR) and center location error (CLE) to evaluate the proposed tracking algorithms, compressive tracking (CT) and the mean-shift tracker. Given the tracking window ROI t and the ground truth bounding box ROI g , TSR is defined as
and CLE denotes the Euclidean distance between two centroids, given by
Qualitative comparison of all tracking algorithms
In this section, we present a qualitative comparison of five perceptual hashing-based tracking methods, the mean-shift algorithm [12] and compressive tracking (CT) [48] over some representative frames of eight video sequences. Based on the qualitative tracking results, we demonstrate the effectiveness and low-computational cost of perceptual hashing-based tracking algorithms, especially our proposed LHash and LDHash. The BSinger1^video sequence entails the challenges of illumination variation, complex background and target size changes. Owing to the view and focal length changes of the camera, the point of view and size of the tracked singer changes, and illumination variation occurs drastically. From the experimental results, we can see that at the 10 th frame, the tracked singer begins to be lost by the mean-shift tracker; as illumination severally changes at the 98 th frame, the singer is absolutely lost by the mean-shift tracker. Throughout the entire video sequence, our proposed perceptual hashing-based trackers present outstanding performance compared with the mean-shift tracker, although there is significant illumination change, complex background in the scene and varying size of the target. Furthermore, by comparing the tracking results of five perceptual hashing methods, we can find that our proposed LHash and LDHash can track objects more accurately than the other three existing perceptual hashing algorithms. For example, at the 160 th frame and the 264 th frame, the tracking windows of three existing perceptual hash codes appear to shift slightly relative to the target location, but the tracking windows of LHash and LDHash almost locate at the center of the singer.
Some video sequences encounter challenges of illumination variation, complex background and target size changes. The BFaceocc2^video sequence contains heavy occlusions and pose variations. At the 271 th frame, the mean-shift tracking window is away from the target face due to occlusion by a book. However, the perceptual hashing-based trackers are still able to keep track of the target face. At the 720 th frame, the target face is completely occluded by a book and a hat, but these perceptual hashing-based tracking methods can still track the face accurately. Also, for the BSoccer^sequence, the target player is heavily occluded by others Boldface represents the best performance many times and the player undergoes drastic motion blur and illumination changes. In these video sequences, our proposed perceptual hashing tracking methods show absolute advantages. At the 30 th frame, the object undergoes drastic motion blur. In this case, compressive tracking begins to deviate from the object. At the 70 th frame, both the mean-shift tracker and compressive tracking lose the object, but our proposed trackers can still track the object well.
The BAnimal^sequence exhibits background distraction and target motion blur caused by abrupt motion of the object, where either the mean-shift tracker or compressive tracking fails to track the target after the 24 th frame. On the contrary, both the newly proposed LHash and LDHash-based trackers can successfully track the target throughout the whole video sequence. Especially, LDHash locates the animal most accurately.
In the BLemming^video sequence, there is severe image blur in the target region caused by ultra-high moving speed of the target, which is sometimes combined with occlusion. From the experimental result at the 232 th frame, we can find that the mean-shift, aHash and pHash trackers lose the target because of serious blur, but LHash and LDHash can still track the target accurately for their sharpening functions with respect to blurred images. In particular, at the 404 th frame, LDHash is able to track the object completely when all the other trackers lose the object.
For the BDavid^sequence, both the illumination and pose of the target change gradually. All the five perceptual hashing methods track the object better than the mean-shift tracker. At the 161 th frame, due to drastical change of object pose, the mean-shift tracking window appears big drift, while there is only little drift with aHash, pHash, dHash and LHash.
Quantitative comparison of all tracking algorithms
We measure the TSR, CLE and time cost of seven tracking methods on eight video sequences. Table 2 and Table 3 present the average TSRs and CLEs of five perceptual hashing trackers, compressive tracking, and the mean-shift tracker on each test video sequence. As seen from Fig. 3 , Tables 2 and 3 , we can easily find that all the perceptual hashing-based algorithms achieve better tracking performance than the commonly used mean-shift tracker. Besides, our perceptual hashing tracking outperforms the compressive tracking (CT) in most video sequences. In particular, our newly proposed perceptual hashing trackers (LHash and LDHash) almost achieve the best or the second best results in most sequences. As shown in Table 2 , values in red fonts are the largest TSR indicating the optimal accuracy. Among the eight video sequences, LDHash presents the best tracking results on five video sequences (i.e., BAnimal^, BFaceocc2^, BLemming^, BShaking^, BSinger1^), while LHash shows the best tracking 
Computational cost comparison of all tracking algorithms
Real-time visual tracking systems require high accuracy and low-computational cost. What we try to do is to ensure the effectiveness of tracking and reduce the computational cost at the same time. In this paper, we use the average time cost of tracking in each frame of video sequences to measure the computational cost. Table 4 shows the average time cost of seven algorithms on each test sequence. As we can see, the average time cost of aHash, dHash, LHash and LDHash are all lower than that of CT on all test sequences. That is, our proposed perceptual hashing-based tracking algorithms not only outperform the others in terms of accuracy, but also with comparable computational cost. On the contrary, for those really challenging videos, even though the mean-shift tracker requires low time cost, its tracking accuracy is lower than our proposed approaches. The newly proposed perceptual hashing-based algorithms can further be applied to RGB-D video data. A single-object tracker could be used to represent a target object with a perceptual hashing code and single-valued depth information. First, the tracking object area is selected with the mouse. Then, the target image area is represented by an image hash code and singlevalued depth information. Distance between the object area and the scan window can be computed to locate the tracking window with the minimum distance. According to the experimental results of [42] , the approach naturally fusing perceptual hashing codes and depth data can yield much improved results in tracking compared with other color-based approaches. Perceptual hashing codes make the tracking algorithm run in real time; furthermore, the proposed method will track the object robustly even when a background hash code is similar to the tracking object by fusing depth data.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we propose new visual tracking methods based on perceptual hashing. Applying three existing perceptual hashing (aHash, dHash, pHash) as effective image representation, we obtain three robust trackers for visual tracking on challenging video sequences. Compared with the most commonly used mean-shift algorithm and the state-of-the art compressive tracking algorithm, our methods achieve both higher accuracy and low-computational cost. To further improve the accuracy of object localization and the robustness of tracking, we propose two new perceptual hashing methods for tracking, which are Laplace-based hash (LHash) and Laplace-based difference hash (LDHash). Compared with three basic perceptual hashing algorithms on eight video sequences, experimental results indicate that the newly proposed methods are able to achieve more accurate and robust tracking, at the same time they demand low-computational cost. Therefore, we believe that LHash and LDHash should have good potential in more complex scenarios, such as face tracking, robot localization and navigation, infrared thermal imaging tracking applications, especially for RGB-D video tracking. Compared with some common videos, RGB-D videos provide not only highquality image visual contents, but also depth information of a scene. Since our improved perceptual hashing can be a compact and efficient representation of visual content of objects, it can be further applied to fusing with depth information. Extracting the hash codes of color images and depth information simultaneously, a good complementary of these two kinds of features can be performed for more robust RGB-D video tracking.
For future topics, we intend to combine more information with our algorithms, such as color feature, angle feature, and depth information. Also, to further improve the efficiency of visual tracking, we may apply some machine learning algorithms to the perceptual hashingbased tracking, such as SVM, PCA, etc.
